critiques de livres
The Turkish Embassy Letters as an instance where some interpretations derived from postcolonial studies have run awry of historical context: she finds it questionable that some scholars have imputed a smug Eurocentric superiority to Montagu's descriptions of Ottoman life, when both militarily and diplomatically the Ottoman Empire was politically recognized as a fellow court society. Certainly, eighteenthcentury writers often enough revealed proto-orientalist prejudices. It is misleading, however, to attribute Orientalism to the eighteenth century: Edward Said's famous study historicizes nineteenth-century discourses of cultural developmentalism, scientific racism, the comparative science of "religion, " and a civilizational superiority that was both signalled and advanced by penetrating central state administrative structures. Still reminds us that, on the whole, Enlightenment views of the Near East and Caucasus were far more plural and ambivalent-odder than Alain Grosrichard's levelling account in Structure du sérail would have us believe. She is not opposed to postcolonial criticism but welcomes greater care in differentiating episodes of European imperial dominance and distinguishing eastern from western theatres.
Enlightenment Hospitality revels in the multiple strangenesses of eighteenth-century texts, and Still has a way of rendering her enthusiasm consistently contagious over the course of this encyclopedic study. After an introduction that surveys the hospitality theme at home in France and England, Still sets out first to the Americas and Oceania (two chapters), then travels east to Persia and the Ottoman Empire (two chapters), and finally returns to Europe to scrutinize the gendered aspects of hospitality on the threshold of revolution (two chapters). Along the way she discusses many of the usual suspects-Diderot, Kant, Montesquieu, the Spectator-but also devotes careful attention to lesser-known works and authors still marginal to the canon: Lettres iroquoises, Isabelle de Charrière, Mehmed Efendi, Frances Brooke.
Thematically, Enlightenment Hospitality tests the limits of hospitality by examining the three cases in its subtitle. Indubitably, cannibalism, harems, and adoption form a peculiar assemblage, but interrogating repre sentations of hospitality via these limit cases is quite effective, for each raises fascinating questions. Did early modern writers really witness some thing other than cannibalism-for example, not a human stew but a funer ary preparation of bones? And is the easy accusation of cannibalism not, perhaps, more inhospitable towards aboriginal Americans than the honorific cannibalism reported in, say, Herodotus? Who is more secure, foreign female proteges brought to France and "adopted" by older men, or women "sequestered" in Turkish harems? Which is the more hospitable space, the Parisian salon society or the caravanserai-and, more importantly, for whom? In what cases or after how long does adoption become something other than (temporary, localizable) hospitality? reviews In attending to such questions, Still draws and builds on her prior work and deftly weaves analysis of gendered, sexual, and economic questions into her syntheses of themes. Nonetheless, I would have wished for further analysis of how the intrusion of the cash nexus alters hos pitality. Still briefly considers the declensionist trope that present hospitality always falls short by comparison to a prior golden age. Yet it is also true that secular, private, commercial innkeeping becomes more and more prominent, not merely a trope, during the years surveyed, which prompts Diderot to note (in Raynal's Histoire des deux Indes) that the cash nexus makes the innkeeper "ni votre bienfaiteur, ni votre frère, ni votre ami" but instead "votre premier domestique. " Likewise, industrious hosts care more for money than guests as such. The result? "Lorsque vous êtes sorti, il ne se souvient plus de vous, et vous ne vous souvenez de lui qu'autant que vous en avez été mécontent ou satisfait" (Diderot, Oeuvres, III: Politique [Paris: Robert Laffont, 1995], 686). Diderot's indignation would not apply to Still's book, which graciously hosts the reader by preparing a feast of thinkers whose texts themselves she treats generously. 
